
Hello SkillsUSA South Carolina! 

My name is Joseph Chapman, and I am proud to be your SkillsUSA 
South Carolina Interim State Director. 

I am a born and bred South Carolinian, and an Irmo High School and 
University of South Carolina graduate. My wife of 14 years, 
Michelle, is a CPA and Partner at Mauldin & Jenkins. We have three 
very active and beautiful daughters, all 2nd grade and below. 

I spent the first 11 years of my career as a deputy sheriff with the 
Richland County Sheriff’s Department, under the unmatched 
leadership of Sheriff Leon Lott before finding a new calling, Career 
and Technical Education. I am an ACTE member, youth sports 
coach, and have been involved in multiple other organizations, 
boards, and groups. 

I have been teaching Law Enforcement Services at the Center for Advanced Technical Studies in Chapin, 
SC since August 2017. SkillsUSA was already a staple at our school when I began teaching. I became a 
SkillsUSA Advisor within months of my employment, although our chapter was ‘competition only’ at the 
time. I was named our chapter’s lead advisor the following summer and then in June 2019, I experienced 
the NLSC for the first time, which changed my perspective on SkillsUSA. In July 2019, with the support of 
our administration, our chapter became ‘fully functioning’, meaning we were going to follow the Program 
of Work, Integrate the SkillsUSA Framework, maintain a student leadership structure, and provide much 
more than just competitions to our student members.  

Since then, I have been extremely blessed to have an amazing administration, wonderful colleagues, and 
a strong group of students. This led us to being a Model of Excellence Chapter, meaning top 24 in the 
country, the past two years, and even being named the top Personal Skills Chapter in the nation this past 
June. I have overseen thousands of hours of community service, personal and professional development, 
and recently had multiple national placers and champions. In June of 2020, I was even lucky enough to be 
named the National Advisor of the Year. That next month, I joined our SkillsUSA State Board of Directors 
as a Region 2 Representative. I’ve made trips to the various conferences, grown in the various 
developmental opportunities, and participated in a multitude of SkillsUSA related functions. 

I bring a strong work ethic, strong communication, and a vision for SkillsUSA South Carolina. I want to see 
all of our students, advisors, and chapters grow to their potential. We are a strong state with amazing CTE 
schools, and wonderful industry partners. I believe we can take our state to the next level and become a 
household name in SkillsUSA. I look forward to working with each and every one of you moving forward. 
We are SkillsUSA South Carolina!  

 


